Career Profile

A weekly series providing information on career exploration

In 2014, industrial production
managers held about 173,460 jobs,
with nearly 12,200 in Ohio.

For the last few weeks,
we featured ...

CAREERS
IN MANUFACTURING

• Review processing schedules or
production orders to make decisions
concerning inventory requirements,
staffing requirements, work procedures, or duty assignments, considering budgetary limitations and time
constraints.
• Direct or coordinate production,
processing, distribution, or marketing
activities of industrial organizations.
• Develop or implement production
tracking or quality control systems,
analyzing production, quality control,
maintenance, or other operational reports, to detect production problems.
• Review operations and confer with
technical or administrative staff to
resolve production or processing problems.
• Hire, train, evaluate, or discharge
staff or resolve personnel grievances.

EARNINGS POTENTIAL

INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION
MANAGERS

More Facts
Manufacturing is the
process of converting raw materials,

components, or parts into finished goods
that meet a customer’s expectations or
specifications. Manufacturing has long
been a cornerstone of our national economy. This crucial sector is central to the
creation and retention of good jobs and
a good standard of living for working
families. Despite the job losses it has
recently sustained, it is still a vital and
important sector for regional economies
throughout the nation. More than 14
million people are working in manufacturing today, and many firms report that
they are hiring.

Mitchell Logar

Director of Engineering
General Plug & Mfg. Co., Oberlin & Grafton

Plan, direct, or coordinate the work activities and resources necessary for manufacturing products in accordance with cost, quality, and quantity specifications.

Q. How did you become interested in your particular field?
a. I was always fascinated in how things worked and fixing things to

THE

make them work or function again. Sometimes it was taking apart
the toaster because it didn’t work (and I wanted toast) or it was
working on the riding lawnmower because I didn’t want to push
mow the 2 acres of grass. My favorite subjects in high school were
Physics and Math. I was always excited about how the world around
me worked.

FUTURE
OUTLOOK

Employment of industrial production
managers is projected to show little or
Annual Salary for 2015
no change from 2016 to 2026. Most of these
Location
Low
Median
High
managers are employed in various manufacturing industries, which may see a decrease in
United States............ $34,290.......$57,780........ $95,800
overall employment due to increased productivity.
Ohio.......................... $35,990.......$57,250........ $84,510
In the past, employment of industrial production
managers was less affected by productivity gains
Cleveland-Elyriabecause these managers were responsible for
Mentor, OH PMSA..... $38,420.......$60,7200...... $90,890
O*Net Online, http://online.onetcenter.org
coordinating work activities with the goal of
increased productivity. However, as facilities
adapt to leaner production models that
rely more heavily on robotics and other
technology, employment of workers
and managers may be equally
affected.
Employers prefer that industrial production

Pathways to success:

managers have at least a bachelor’s degree.
While the degree may be in any field, many
industrial production managers have a
bachelor’s degree in business administration
or industrial engineering. Sometimes, production workers with many years of experience take management classes to become
production managers. At large plants, where managers have more oversight responsibilities, employers may look for managers who have a Master of Business Administration (MBA) or a graduate degree in industrial management. Many industrial production
managers begin as production workers and move up through the ranks. They usually
advance to a first-line supervisory position before eventually becoming an industrial
production manager. Most earn a college degree in business management or take company-sponsored classes to increase their chances of a promotion.

ical Engineering, I basically started off at ground zero since co-op
was not really as prevalent as it is now. I did not have the business
standards of how departments and processes interworked; I just
knew a lot of design theory without too much practical application
in product lifecycle – concept to customer.
		 I used my years of AutoCAD experience to standardize our documenting. I then started retrofitting equipment that did not work
or they were troublesome to a point where the quality suffered.
There were many departments that needed this done and I became
very familiar with almost every type of machine at General Plug.
This included hands-on, drafting, machining, electrical controls and
quality control testing before releasing it to production. I moved
on to rebuilding our foundry. It needed a total overhaul and that
got me experience working with all the building trades and many
equipment manufacturers to bring this year long project together.
Actually doing the work of tear-out, rigging, mechanical and electrical disciplines was invaluable. I was then asked to be put in charge
of every nearly department at one point or another, building up the
department or streamlining certain areas.
		 To help the company deliver new products and increase production on current products, learning new processes and equipment
were needed. I taught myself how to set up and program up to 9
axis CNC lathes, use CAM software, PLC programming, advanced
simulation software. I brought in 3D modeling software and Finite
Element Analysis software to help with the increasingly complex jobs
we were engineering.
Troubleshooting manufacturing and quality issues lent to the
knowledge of the customers’ needs and our operation from beginning to end of the manufacture of the product. Bringing in teams
of people that are very familiar with the operation and coordinating
with everyone involved allowed me to delegate, coordinate and
inform across departments.
		 By this time, I was given the position of Director of Engineering
and have used all the experience that I have accumulated over the
20 years (at the time). I’ve been in this position for about 5 years
now. The ever-present need for new employees across many of the
departments has created the continuing need for instruction for
them which currently is a large focus of my time.

Q. What is the best part of your job?
a. I really enjoy talking to people whom have questions or issues asso-

What Employers look for in individuals:
• Production and Processing - raw materiness and management principles involved
als, production processes, quality control,
in strategic planning, resource allocation,
costs, and other techniques for maximizhuman resources modeling, leadership
ing the effective manufacture and distritechnique, production methods, and cobution of goods.
ordination of people and resources.
• Customer and Personal Service - Knowl• Personnel and Human Resources -princiedge of principles and processes for
ples and procedures for personnel recruitproviding customer and personal services. ment, selection, training, compensation
This includes customer needs assessment,
and benefits, labor relations and negotiameeting quality standards for services,
tion, and personnel information systems.
and evaluation of customer satisfaction. • Engineering and Technology - the prac• Mechanical - machines and tools, includtical application of engineering science
ing their designs, uses, repair, and mainand technology. This includes applying
tenance.
principles, techniques, procedures, and
equipment to the design and production
• Administration and Management - busiof various goods and services.

Sponsors

Q. How did you get to where you are today?
a. After college where I received my bachelors and masters in Mechan-

ciated with the job they are doing at the time and answering them
well. The “a-ha” moment is really satisfying. This can be production, quality, engineering, customer based visits or machine rebuilds.
I like becoming a mentor; it helps everyone.

Q. Do you have any words of advice for someone consida.

ering a career in your field?

Many of the interests you develop up to graduation from high
school I think are from things you have personally done or seen. Do
not be discouraged by failure that your idea didn’t work, but study
it, learn from it, adapt and give it another try. Start off small and
you gain confidence with your successes. Large, complex objects are
typically a grouping of many small, simple objects. If you have an opportunity to visit a company that does something you are interested
in, take it. The more you can see and the more people you can talk
to, the better your direction is aligned with what you are interested
in. Chances are, the people you talk to in industry were once in the
same position you are now. Learn from people across all disciplines,
they will all relate eventually.
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